
 

Jardinier, which is French for “gardener,” was      

inspired by the fresh, sessionable beers so often 

found on the Belgian dinner table. Bright and     

flavorful with an assertive hop character,       

Jardinier is a perfect beer for any occasion,    

casual or ornate.  4.5% ABV 

Pairings: California avocado toast, saffron &    

garlic clams, rotisserie leg of lamb, crispy     

brussels sprouts, burnt orange ice cream.  

94 points from Rate Beer 
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Since their opening in 2004, De Glazen Toren stands for    

brewing unfiltered, quality beers in a time-honored, traditional 

manner in a very modern brewery, with the use of only the best 

ingredients, and without any additions or artificial means. 

In the 18th century Jan De Lichte was the 

leader of  an infamous gang of  robbers in the 

region of  Aalst. He was executed in Aalst at 

the age of  25. Jan De Lichte is a wheat beer. 

But according to ancient tradition it has   

become a four grains beer. Barley and wheat 

are used of  course, but there is also oats and 

buckwheat.  7% ABV 

 
 

90 pts Overall & 98 Style pts from 

Rate Beer 
 

6/25.4oz btl/cases available! 

Saison is a blonde beer brewed according to 

the ancient Saison tradition of  the province 

of  Hainaut. The French sounding name of  

the beer clearly refers to this. Saison d’ Erpe

-Mere is brewed exclusively with natural   

ingredients: artesian water, barley and 

wheat malts, liquid sugar, hops and yeast. 

The result is a dry, hoppy, fruity and slightly 

veiled beer with 6.9% ABV.  

 

96 pts Overall & 93 Style pts from 

Rate Beer 
 

6/25.4oz btl/cases available! 
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Since their opening in 2004, De Glazen Toren stands for    

brewing unfiltered, quality beers in a time-honored, traditional 

manner in a very modern brewery, with the use of only the best 

ingredients, and without any additions or artificial means. 

The beer has a big body, high effervescence, 

and a deep caramel flavor. There's a slight 

amount of  yeast based sourness that creeps 

in to offer balance, with a flavor that         

reminds of  dates or caramel covered apple.  

Today the "Dubbel Speciale Belge" no longer 

exists, the current higher gravity beer styles 

are trappist, abbey ales and so on. Therefore 

Brouwerij de Glazen Toren decided to       

recreate this special beer style.  8.5% ABV 

95 pts Overall & 93 Style pts from 

Rate Beer 
 

6/25.4oz btl/cases available! 

Ondineke derives its name from the main 

character of  the most famous novel of  the 

most renowned author of  Aalst (Chapel Road 

by Louis Paul Boon).  A statue of  Ondineke 

can be found at the entrance of  the City 

Hall of  Aalst. Ondineke is a classic tripel 

that is  double hopped with the last real 

hops available from the region of  Aalst (The 

variety is Hallertau Mittelfrüh). 8.5% ABV 

  

92 pts Overall & 95 Style pts from 

Rate Beer 
 

6/25.4oz btl/cases available! 



Karminator Dopplebock has a traditional double-bock flavor, 

brewed with an over-abundance of  the absolute highest quality 

imported Munich malt to create an irresistible toasted barley 

flavor, with hints of  caramel & toffee. A lot of  care, time, and 

know-how has gone into creating this complex, memorable, and 

majestic lager.    9.3% ABV 

91 pts Overall & 94 Style pts from Rate Beer 

This blood-red ale may not be what you might expect from a malty and hoppy craft 

beer. Evil Twin has a rich malt character, without being overly sweet. It has a huge 

hop character, without being overly bitter. It is a great example of  a bold, rich,     

balanced craft beer, without being heavy and hard to drink in quantity. 6.8% ABV 

97 pts Overall & 91 Style pts from Rate Beer 
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